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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Background
Purpose. The purpose of this report is to summarize the involvement of Vehicle
Licensing Offices (VLOs) during the Washington Road Usage Charging (WA RUC) pilot
project and provide inputs to the Final Report.
Background. When the WA RUC pilot project activities began, a key objective was to
develop and pilot a method for those that do not have a mobile device with a camera or
prefer not to use their personal mobile device for privacy reasons. For this reason, the
WA RUC Pilot Project Team reached out to the Department of Licensing (DOL) to seek
the participation of VLOs to provide service to walk-in participants needing to submit
periodic pictures of their odometer and license plate. Following from this meeting, the
DOL agreed to the involvement of VLOs and provided support by helping to establish
contact between the Project Team and VLOs about their potential participation.
Following from the support of the DOL and in coordination with the DOL, the project team
selected eight VLOs to participate from around the state as noted in the following map.

Figure 1: Map of the Eight Vehicle Licensing Offices that Participated
in the WA RUC Pilot Project
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1.2 Key Stages and Summary of Involvement of VLOs
The following table provides a chronological summary of key activities undertaken by the
Project Team during planning, recruitment, set-up, training, surveys and closeout
activities concerning involvement VLOs in the WA RUC Pilot Project.

Table 1: Key stages and dates of VLO involvement
Activity

Key Date(s) / Period

Comments

1. Present Plan for Department of
Licensing VLOs in WA RUC Pilot
Project to the DOL

November 2017

DOL subsequently accepted the plan.

2. DOL sends email to VLOs selected
and introduces the Project Team,
led D’Artagnan Consulting

Early December 2017

Reaction to email was favorable which led
the Project Team to contact VLOs.

3. Project Team has first meetings
with VLOs

8-22 December 2017

Following from meetings with 10 preselected VLOs, eight agreed to participate
in the Pilot Project.

4. Project Team undertakes on-site
training of VLO representatives

28 December 2017 –
29 January 2018

VLOs received training with User Manual
and iPhone. Agreements signed and
executed.

5. WA RUC Pilot Project launch

30 January 2018

Project Team informs VLOs of launch.

6. Survey #1 for VLO representatives

March-July 2018

Project Team developed the survey
questionnaire and sent weblinks to VLO
reps. Focus of survey was onboarding
and training for VLOs.

7. Mobile VLO

June 2018

Project Team contacted three Participants
needing mobile support and organized
and held three one-one-one meetings.

8. VLO meetings with Project Team

August-September
2018

Project Team visited VLOs to check-in
and obtain direct feedback from VLOs
concerning the pilot.

9. Closeout Activities

December 2018February 2019

Project Team provided an update via
email in early Dec 2018, and visited all
VLOs in Jan-Feb 2019 to closeout,
recover iPhone, and administer and
distribute Survey #2. Focus of survey was
on services provided and future interest to
provide similar services.

1.2.1 Plan for Department of Licensing VLOs in the Pilot to the DOL
In early November 2017, the D’Artagnan Project Team organized a meeting with the
Department of Licensing (DOL) to present a detailed plan for the involvement of Vehicle
Licensing Offices (also referred to as subagents).
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The presentation and discussion addressed the following aspects of involvement of VLOs
in the WA RUC pilot:
►
►
►
►
►
►

Objectives
Roles and Responsibilities
How it Works
MVerity Web App
Recruitment of Subagents
Proposed Subagent Location

►
►
►
►
►
►

Participant Agreement
Training
Support for Subagents and Participants
Subagent Incentives and Compensation
Outreach and Engagement
Schedule

1.2.2 DOL reaches out to VLOs
Following from the Project Team’s meeting with the DOL and the DOL’s subsequent
acceptance of the plan, the DOL provided introductions to each VLO for the Project Team
via a personalized email. Reaction from the email was positive and the Project Team
followed up and set up initial meetings with all 10 VLOs.

1.2.3 Project Team has first meetings with VLOs
During the period of December 8-22, 2017, the Project Team met 10 VLOs of which eight
(8) signed up as shown in Figure 1 above. The purpose of the meeting was to explain the
context and background to the WA RUC Pilot Project, and enlist their involvement.
Specifically, each VLO was asked for their agreement to participate in the 12-month pilot
to provide WA RUC odometer reporting services to walk-in pilot participants by lending
them an iPhone to enable them to submit periodic pictures of the license plate and
odometer.
For each meeting, the following documents were presented and distributed to VLO
owners and representatives (Appendix A includes the documents):
► Fact Sheet for the Washington Road Usage Charge Pilot Project
> Two-page summary of the pilot
> Explains what is a road usage charge
> Outlines key reasons why Washington State is conducting the pilot
► Presentation by Washington State Transportation Commission Executive Director,
Reema Griffith
> Definition of the key issues concerning future funding gap
> Describes the potential for road usage charging to replace the gas tax
> Summary of key lessons learned from past and current research
> Role of the WA RUC Pilot Project in reaching out to the public to participate in the
Pilot and design of a potential solution
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► Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) comprising frequently asked questions as
available on the WA RUC website.
► Role for VLOs in the Pilot (PowerPoint presentation)
> Objectives and Approach
> Support for Subagencies and Participants
> Incentives and Compensation
> Roles in Pilot
> Outreach and Engagement
> How it Works
> Schedule
> MVerity Web App
> Outreach and Engagement
> Training

1.2.4 Project Team undertakes VLO training on-site
During the period December 28, 2017 to January 29, 2018, the Project Team organized
and undertook on-site training sessions with each of the eight VLOs. For each training
session, the following documents were presented and distributed to the VLO reps
(Appendix B includes the documents):
► Training Module for Vehicle Licensing Offices (VLOs) (PowerPoint presentation)
> Two-page summary of the pilot
> Explains what is a road usage charge
> Outlines key reasons why Washington State is conducting the pilot
► User Manual for VLOs including
> Instructions for Customer Service Representatives (CSRs)
> Troubleshooting and Support
> Frequently Asked Questions for CSRs
> Transactions log to be updated each time a CSR interacts with a Participant to
take pictures of their license plate and odometer reading.

1.2.5 WA RUC Pilot Project launch
On Wednesday, January 30, 2018, Project Team sent an email to each VLO informing
them of the launch of the WA RUC Pilot set for Wednesday, January 31, 2018. All VLOs
had been informed prior that the start date would be late January.
Prior to the launch of the Pilot Project, all eight VLOs completed the on-site training and
signed a formal agreement between the VLO and D’Artagnan Consulting. Key aspects of
the Agreement included:
> Eligibility and requirements
> Duties of the VLO
> Services to be provided with corresponding compensation.
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1.2.6 Survey #1 for VLO representatives
Beginning in March 2018, the Project Team developed a set of survey questions to obtain
information from the VLO representatives concerning their knowledge and understanding
of the WA RUC Project Pilot and related aspects of road financing. In addition, the survey
included questions about feedback from VLO representatives on the onboarding process
and on-site training.
The survey had a total of 16 questions covering four categories:
► Warm up questions like name of the Vehicle Licensing Office (all responses were
anonymous)
► On-site training
► Providing WA RUC Pilot Project services included questions about initial contact with
Participants
► General feedback.
A key issue that came to light about completing the survey concerned inciting VLO reps
to complete the on-line survey in a timely manner. It took more than three months with
numerous reminders (emails and calls to VLO managers) to get the VLO reps to
complete the survey.
At the time that the survey was closed and completed surveys tallied in late August 2017,
a total of 23 VLO reps from seven VLOs had completed the survey. The questions
replete with all responses are provided in Appendix C.

1.2.7 Mobile VLO
In May 2018, three WA RUC Participants expressed concern that their residence was
geographical far from anyone of the eight VLOs participating in the Pilot Project.
Following from discussions within the Project Team and in agreement with the WSTC,
the Project Team reached out to the three Participants via email and telephone. This
contact led the Project Team to organize and meet each of the three Participants. The
meetings focused on providing the same service that VLO reps were providing by using
an iPhone to take pictures of their license plates and odometers.
All three meetings took place during mid-June 2018. The mobile VLO services provided
had no problems during the visit and no concerns were expressed afterwards to the
Project Team or the WSTC.
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1.2.8 VLO meetings with Project Team
During the months of August and September 2018, the Project Team organized visits to
VLOs to check-in and obtain direct feedback from VLOs concerning ongoing aspects of
the WA RUC Pilot Project. At this stage of the Pilot Project, one of the eight VLOs
decided to no longer participate in the pilot — they apparently lost interest as the Project
Team never received return calls or texts despite numerous attempts to contact them.
Also, a previously planned midpoint survey was not necessary because there were not
many Participants going to the VLOs to get pictures taken of their license plate and
odometers. It should be noted that the Project Team did not focus on indicating to the
VLOs that they could expect a prescribed number of Participants coming into their offices
for taking pictures and uploading them. Rather, the Agreement put in place for each VLO
focused primarily on the number of VLO reps participating in training, attending the midterm check-in meeting, and completing the two surveys.

1.2.9 Closeout Activities
In December 2018, as the WA RUC Pilot Project approached its planned end date
(January 31, 2019), the Project Team developed and sent several emails to VLOs in
order to:
► Inform VLOs that the Pilot Project was close to wrapping up
► Thank them for their support throughout the Pilot Project operational phase
► Schedule individual VLO closeout meeting (after January 31, 2019)
► Plan for administering and collecting results of Survey #2
► Collect the transaction log to determine the number of Participants who visited the
VLOs to take pictures of their license plate and odometer reading.
The original plan for administering and compiling results of this survey entailed the same
approach as for the first survey, i.e. provide each VLO rep with a nominative weblink so
they could go on-line to complete the survey at their leisure. However, due to the length
of time it took to complete the first survey by some VLO reps (more than 3 months), the
Project Team decided to administer the surveys using printed copies during the on-site
closeout meetings.
When travelling to the scheduled meetings with some Vehicle Licensing Offices, mother
nature made it very difficult to reach some of the VLOs as planned for closeout meetings
and administering the survey. This led to several VLOs closing early or cancelling
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meetings due to inclement weather conditions. In addition, some VLOs were swamped
with customers at the scheduled meeting time. To accommodate these varying situations,
some on-site closeout meetings were spontaneously modified such that:
► Four VLOs ended up taking paper copies of the second survey to complete by their
representatives at a later time and send to the Project Team after the meeting.
► Two VLOs completed the surveys during the on-site closeout meetings as planned.
► One VLO took part in the closeout meeting but never returned the completed surveys
despite numerous email and text message reminders.
Upon receipt of the completed questionnaires, the Project Team uploaded all completed
responses verbatim.
This survey had a total of 20 questions covering four categories:
► Warm up and Training
► Providing WA RUC Pilot Project services
► Benefits to VLOs
► General feedback.
At the time that completed surveys were tallied, 19 VLO representatives from six VLOs
had completed the second survey. The questions replete with all responses are provided
in Appendix D.
The transaction log for each of the seven participating VLOs was collected as part of the
closeout meetings in order to determine the number of Participants who visited the VLOs
to take pictures of their license plate and odometer. The transaction logs collected did not
include the Mobile VLO visits.
During the 12-month WA RUC Pilot Project, the following breakdown presents the
number Participants who sought help to take pictures of their license plate and odometer
reading:
► Number of Participants who visited VLOs:
► Number of Participants received Mobile VLO support:

117
3

► Total number of Participants who sought help:

120
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1.3 Remuneration of VLOs
During the 12-month WA RUC Pilot Project, the Vehicle Licensing Offices received
financial compensation for their involvement at three key junctures:
► Following onboarding activities including on-site training:
> VLOs received $75 per VLO rep who participated in the training.
> All eight VLOs participated in on-site training and were remunerated accordingly.
► After the midpoint check-in and completion of on-line Survey #1:
> VLOs received $50 per completed survey.
> VLOs also received $50 per VLO rep who attended the check-in meeting and
discussion.
> Seven of eight VLOs completed surveys, had check-in meetings and were
remunerated accordingly.
► Following successful completion of closeout activities:
> VLOs received $5 per transaction noted on the individual transaction logs.
> VLOs also received $100 per VLO rep who completed the second survey.
> Lastly, VLOs received an additional $1000 for successful completion of all agreed
WA RUC Pilot Project related activities.

1.4 Structure of Report
This report includes the following chapters and appendices:
► Chapter 2 presents key results of the onboarding survey #1
► Chapter 3 summarizes key results of closeout survey #2
► Appendix A presents documents distributed during first meetings with Vehicle
Licensing Offices (recruitment phase)
► Appendix B provides the presentation delivered to VLO reps during on-site training
and the User Manual
► Appendix C presents questions and results for Survey #1
► Appendix D presents questions and results for Survey #2.
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2 Key Results of Onboarding Survey
2.1 Overview
This survey comprised a total of 16 questions covering four categories:
► Warm up (2 questions)
► Training (5 questions)
► Providing WA RUC Pilot Project services (7 questions)
► General feedback (2 questions).
The summary of results presented below is based on surveys completed by 23 individual
VLO reps from seven participating Vehicle Licensing Offices. See Appendix C for
questions and responses for the first survey.

2.2 Key Results
2.2.1 Warm Up and Training
This section focused on how much the VLO reps knew about the WA RUC Pilot Project
and how well the on-site training and user manual were useful. Key results include:
► Publicity of WA RUC Pilot Project reached almost 50% of the VLO reps, who were
familiar with the concept of road usage charging before the WA RUC pilot
► More than 80% of the VLO reps indicated that the on-site training and the user
manual were either essential or very important in preparing them to support
participants with submitting their odometer readings.

2.2.2 Providing WA RUC Pilot Project Services and General Feedback
This section provides a summary of feedback from VLO reps on the first round of
Participants they provided support for submitting their odometer readings. Key results
include:
► All 23 VLO reps had provided support to at least one Participant.
► All but 2 VLO reps felt comfortable assisting participants and answering questions.
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► The method of using the MVerity App for taking and uploading pictures worked well
for most VLO reps with one interesting comment:
> “Sometimes the software works and sometimes it doesn't, usually we have to
restart the phone in order to have the app work again but even sometimes that
doesn't work. I'd like to see a more reliable app produced or this one have its bugs
worked out.”
► Most VLO reps (20 out of 23) indicated that the level of support from the WA RUC
Pilot Team was either good or excellent.
► The User Manual provided information on contact for issues regarding Participants
and Technical aspects. All but 5 VLO reps indicated that they knew who to contact in
both instances.
► Several VLO reps provided ideas on how to improve the Participant experience when
they visit a VLO:
> “Would be nice if customers could take the pictures on their phone.”
> “Having the customer enter a phone number and the app should pull up their
information rather than have them enter all their information every time.”
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3 Key Results of Closeout Survey
3.1 Overview
This second survey comprised a total of 20 questions covering four categories:
► Warm up and Training (8 questions)
► Providing WA RUC Pilot Project services (7 questions)
► Benefits to VLOs (2 questions)
► General feedback (3 questions).
The summary of results presented below is based on surveys completed by 19 individual
VLO reps from six VLOs. See Appendix D for the questions and responses.

3.2 Key Results
3.2.1 Warm Up and Training
Like for the first survey, this section focused on how much the VLO reps knew about the
WA RUC Pilot Project and how well the on-site training and user manual were useful.
Key results include:
► Most VLO reps (12 out of 19) were not at all familiar with road usage charging before
the WA RUC Pilot and on-site training.
► After the training and during the 12-month pilot, all VLO reps (18 of 19 responded)
indicated they were either somewhat or very familiar with the concept of road usage
charging.
► All but 3 VLO reps (16 out of 19) indicated that this experience helped them
individually become more familiar with the concept of road usage charging.
Comments from VLO reps:
> “It made me very aware of the taxes I pay at the pump. Things that I didn't pay
attention to and took for granted...now mattered”
> “It educated me. I learned more about gas tax and actual usage expense.”
> “Now nice and it was easy to report.”
> “Program was easy to follow and set up good.”
► The User Manual and Transactions Log provided for reference and use during the 12month pilot were considered easy to use by all VLO reps who indicated that they had
actually used or referred to both during the pilot.
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3.2.2 Providing WA RUC Pilot Project services
This section provides feedback from VLO reps on providing odometer reading services to
Participants and support from the WA RUC Project Team. Key results include:
► All but 2 of 19 VLO reps reported they provided odometer reading services to at least
one Participant.
► All but one VLO rep felt comfortable assisting Participants and answering their
questions. Comments about answering questions confirmed these results:
> “Everyone I dealt with was friendly and happy to participate. Eager to be part of
the pilot program.”
> “People knew what they were into for the most part. No questions were asked that
I could not answer.”
> “Any questions asked we were able to answer.”
► The method of using the MVerity App for taking and uploading pictures worked well
for most VLO reps with several comments worthy of further consideration:
> “Maybe when you take the picture the app auto fills the mileage.”
> “But the camera would not work sometimes. Took awhile to load sometimes.”
> “iPhone worked about 70% of the time.”
► All but one VLO rep (18 out of 19) indicated that the level of support from the WA
RUC Pilot Team was either good or excellent. Comments from VLO reps included:
> “Any questions we had or assistance needed was answered immediately.”
> “I didn't have question on the side of agent but I did as a participant on the
consumer side. My questions were answered quickly and efficiently.”
> “They could not help with the issues we were having.”
> “[Project Team Member] was awesome, easy to work with and fun.
> “Great easy to work with.”

3.2.3 Benefits to VLOs and General Feedback
This section summarizes a few questions about potential benefits to Vehicle Licensing
Operations and general feedback. Key results include:
► Most VLO reps (15 out of 19) indicated that providing services at $5 per transaction is
a fair fixed fee per transaction in comparison to other vehicle licensing fees they
currently have in place.
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► A few VLO reps provided interesting comments to back up their reaction with two
comments about this NOT being sufficient:
> “We need to collect information for DOL/DOR/DOT. It's a lot of departments for
$5.”
> “Inflation causes everything to go up for licensing fees. The DOL fees should be
more fair based on inflation.”
> “It paid for the time of the employee.”
> “Fair fee.”
> “This fee was appropriate for the time it required.”
► Concerning a hypothetical question about a future system that includes VLO support
for submitting odometer readings as an additional source of work and revenue, 18 of
19 VLO reps believe that this would be of interest to their vehicle licensing operations.
A few illustrative comments include:
> “We enjoyed engaging with the participants. We went out to the vehicles and took
odometer picture and it allowed us to spend time with them.”
> “It was fun communicating with customers. Hearing their feedback. Looked
forward to next reading.”
> “It was easy to do. It's right up our alley and works well within our system.”
> “If an increase of fees were to given to office.”
> “If we get compensation for the additional work.”
► Several VLO reps provided ideas on to improve the process for submitting odometer
readings that merit further consideration:
> “Entry into DRIVES, links to WA RUC. Possibly a system linking (similar to
emissions) to communicate between systems.”
> “Auto inputs the mileage when you take the picture.”
> “We could enter at time of renewal.”
► Several VLO reps had comments and ideas on the Participant experience when they
visit a VLO:
> “Customer did suggest when logging in if system could remember their info they
had to re-enter name/email and the pics of plates/odo.”
> “More information could be provided to both the common people and the VLO
participants.”
> “Feel it went smoothly and would be willing to help out with WA RUC projects if
need be.”
> “I think it went great and was really straightforward.”
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Appendix C: Results for the Onboarding
Survey
C.1 Warm Up
1.

Please indicate the name of the Vehicle Licensing Office you work for:
Answered: 23

2.

Skipped: 0

How familiar were you with the concept of road usage charging before the WA
RUC pilot?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0

C.2 On-site Training
3.

How important was the on-site training in preparing you for serving pilot
participants?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 1
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4.

How important were the user manuals in helping you serve pilot participants?
Answered: 23

5.

Skipped: 0

Thinking about the on-site training, please rate how well it prepared you to
support participants with submitting their odometer readings.
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0
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6.

Thinking about the user manuals, please rate how helpful they were in servicing
participants with their odometer readings:
Answered: 23

7.

Skipped: 0

Please provide any comments you may have on the training and materials
provided:
Answered: 3

Skipped: 20

Sample answers:
► Training was superb, he made it easy to understand our duties and how to assist the
car owner
► The trainer was not able to answer any of our questions. He basically just read the
manual to us and left. Our very first RUC customer made us look like idiots because
we were not prepared to answer any questions about the program.

C.3 Providing WA RUC Pilot Services
8.

Have you provided service to at least one participant odometer readings?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0
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9.

Do you feel comfortable assisting participants and answering their questions?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0

10. Do you think that this method for taking pictures of license plate and odometer is
working well?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0
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11. Do you have any comments or feedback on the MVerity App for taking and
uploading pictures?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0

Comment:
► Sometimes the software works and sometimes it doesn't, usually we have to restart
the phone in order to have the app work again but even sometimes that doesn't
work. I'd like to see a more reliable app produced or this one have its bugs worked
out.
12. How do you feel about the level of support from the WA RUC Pilot Team?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0
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13. Do you know whom to contact when you have issues with participants?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0

14. Do you know whom to contact when you have technical issues?
Answered: 23

Skipped: 0

C.4 General feedback
15.

Do you have any ideas on how the process for submitting odometer
readings through the VLO could be improved?
Answered: 7

Skipped: 16

Sample answers:
► none. very efficient process
► No, I think it works fine
► None
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16.

Do you have any ideas on how the participant experience through the
VLO could be improved?
Answered: 7

Skipped: 16

Sample answers:
► I think all the participants are text savvy and they know how to do it on
their own phones
► None
► No works just fine
► Having the customer enter a phone number and the app should pull up
their information rather than have them enter all their information every
time.
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Appendix D: Results for the Closeout
Survey
D.1 Warm Up
1.

Please indicate the name of the Vehicle Licensing Office you work for:
Answered: 19

2.

How familiar were you with the concept of road usage charging before the
WA RUC pilot and on-site training?
Answered: 19

3.

Skipped: 0

Skipped: 0

Did you participate in the on-site training?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0
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4.

If Yes, how familiar were you after the training with the concept of road usage
charging for the WA RUC pilot?
Answered: 18

5.

Skipped: 1

How familiar do you feel with the RUC now?
Answered: 18

Skipped: 1
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6.

Has YOUR experience with providing RUC services helped YOU become more
familiar with the concept of road usage charging?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

Comments:
► It made me very aware of the taxes I pay at the pump. Things that I didn't pay
attention to and took for granted...now mattered.
► It educated me. I learned more about gas tax and actual usage expense.
► Made me aware of taxes.
► Learned on how it will work, if it does take in effect.
► Now nice and it was easy to report
► Program was easy to follow and set up good.
► Easy, fast, enjoyable.
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7.

As part of the training, the User Manual for VLOs was provided. Did you use
the User Manual (for reference or to answer your own or a customer’s
question)?
Answered: 18
Skipped: 1

Do you have any suggestions for how the User Manual might be improved?
Comments:
► Our initial training was very thorough and it was good to have a back up manual
if needed.
► I read it for a refresher.
► We used it just once as a refresher – Steve ore educator trained us well and we
retained the knowledge he shared with us.
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8.

As part of the odometer reading service, a Transactions Log was provided for
VLOs to check-in and check-out Participants. Did you use the transactions
log?
Answered: 18

Skipped: 1

Do you have any suggestions for how the Transactions Log might be
improved?
Comments:
► The transaction log was perfect and easy to use – no improvements needed.
► No it was perfect and easy to use.
► None
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D.2 Providing WA RUC Pilot Project services
9.

Have you provided odometer reading services to at least one
participant?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

If Yes, please indicate how many participants you personally helped:
Total entered: 82
10. Did you feel comfortable assisting participants and answering their
questions?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

Explanation:
► Most of the questions were about on how to use the app than anything
else.
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11. Did any participants ask questions you were uncomfortable answering
(either didn’t know the answer due to lack of training/references or felt it
was outside the VLO responsibility)?
Answered: 17

Skipped: 2

Comments:
► Everyone I dealt with was friendly and happy to participate. Eager to be
part of the pilot program.
► People knew what they were into for the most part. No questions were
asked that I could not answer.
► Any questions asked we were able to answer.
► I only helped one person and they didn't ask any questions.
► No participants asked questions
12. Do you think that using the iPhone and MVerity App to take pictures of
license plates and odometers worked well?
Answered: 18

Skipped: 1
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If no, please explain any specific problems you had:
► But the camera would not work sometimes. Took awhile to load
sometimes
► But sometimes it took a very long time to load. I found myself looking for
service.
► iPhone worked about 70% of the time.
13. Do you have any comments or feedback on the MVerity App for taking
and uploading pictures?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

Comments:
► Maybe when you take the picture the app auto fills the mileage.
► Sometimes it took a bit long to load.
14. Did you know who to contact when you have technical issues or issues
with participants?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

Comments:
► We had all necessary contacts
► Directions and contact information was very thorough
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15. How do you feel about the level of support from the WA RUC Pilot Team
(not the helpdesk)?
Answered: 18

Skipped: 1

How did support from the Team do? (please provide comments)
Comments:
► Steve was awesome, easy to work with and fun.
► I didn't have question on the side of agent but I did as a participant on the
consumer side. My questions were answered quickly and efficiently.
► Any questions we had or assistance needed was answered immediately.
► They could not help with the issues we were having.
► Great easy to work with.

D.3 Benefits to VLOs
16. Based on your experience providing services at $5 per transaction, do
you think this is a fair fixed fee per transaction in comparison to other
vehicle licensing fees?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0
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Comments:
► We need to collect information for DOL/DOR/DOT. It's a lot of
departments for $5.
► Inflation causes everything to go up for licensing fees. The DOL fees
should be more fair based on inflation.
► It paid for the time of the employee.
► Fair fee
► This fee was appropriate for the time it required.
17. If a future system included VLO support for submitting odometer
readings as an additional source of work and revenue, do you think
your VLO would be interested?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

Comments:
► We enjoyed engaging with the participants. We went out to the vehicles
and took odometer picture and it allowed us to spend time with them.
► It was fun communicating with customers. Hearing their feedback. Looked
forward to next reading.
► It was easy to do. It's right up our alley and works well within our system.
► If an increase of fees were to given to office.
► If we get compensation for the additional work.

D.4 General feedback
18.

Do you have any ideas on how the process for submitting odometer
readings through the VLO could be improved?
Answered: 13

Skipped: 6

Key answers:
► Entry into DRIVES, links to WA RUC. Possibly a system linking (similar to
emissions) to communicate between systems.
► Auto inputs the mileage when you take the picture.
► I think the way we did it was fine.
► We could enter at time of renewal.
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19.

Do you have any ideas on how the participant experience for reporting
through their RUC through the VLO could be improved?
Answered: 13

Skipped: 6

Key answers:
► Customer did suggest when logging in if system could remember their info
they had to re-enter name/email and the pics of plates/odo.
► More information could be provided to both the common people and the
VLO participants.
20.

Do you any final comments on the WA RUC Pilot Project and your
involvement?
Answered: 13

Skipped: 6

Key answers:
► Feel it went smoothly and would be willing to help out with WA RUC
projects if need be.
► I think it went great and was really straightforward.
► No
► No, it was pretty simple.
► None
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